The formation of Ir 4+ -dimers is characterized by the redistribution of the PDF intensity into short (dimerized) and long (non-dimerized) bonds. This occurs with a concomitant loss of intensity at the position of the average bond in the PDF indicating a transfer of intensity from the principal peak to the long and short bond peaks. This is directly observable as a signature M-shape in the difference curve in a comparison of high and low temperature experimental PDFs as evident in Fig. 3 of the Main Article and reproduced here as Fig. 1 .
The intensity of this dimer-related signal weakens with doping as a consequence of the combined effect of changing the overall scattering properties of the sample (By replacing Ir, which is a rather strong scatterer of x-rays (Z=77), with Cr, which is relatively weaker scatterer (Z=24), the average atomic form factor of the system decreases with increasing Cr-content.), and of decreasing the number of Ir 4+ -dimers. Contributions to the PDF profile originating from any given pair of atoms i and j are proportional to f i f j <f > 2 , a prefactor that acts as a pair-wise scale to the corresponding PDF contribution [1] . Here, f i and f j are the Evolution of the dimer fraction with Cr-doping: color code corresponds to that used for marking the features in the difference curve in (a), that were considered in the numeric integration analysis described in the text. Solid black symbols represent an arithmetic average of green and red values, while dashed line is a guide for the eyes.
values of the atomic form factors of species i and j respectively, taken at Q = 0, and f is the corresponding compositional average over all scatterers in the sample. This scale is known from the composition, as well as the overall scale of the data which is available from PDF structural modeling. This means it is possible to extract the dimer fraction on an absolute scale. We used this to quantify how the dimer concentration, relative to that seen in CuIr 2 S 4 , evolves with Cr-doping at low temperature. Quantification is obtained through a procedure that involves numerical integration of the features in the difference curves shown in Fig. 3 (a) of the Main Article, and reproduced in Fig. 1(a) , their adequate scaling to account for changes in the scattering properties across the Cr-doping range, and finally normalization to the values obtained for CuIr 2 S 4 . To achieve this, two types of features of interest were identified in these difference curves: features associated with dimers (shaded in green), and these related to the loss of intensity of the main peak (shaded in red). Prior to obtaining the difference curves, all PDFs involved in the analysis were appropriately scaled by the overall scale factors obtained from the cubic model refinements. For each individual doping level, the green shaded dimer-related features were numerically integrated and scaled by the corresponding pair-wise scale factor determined from the known sample composition. Integrated intensities were then normalized by the corresponding value for the CuIr 2 S 4 endmember to get the dimer fraction estimate relative to the endmember. The resulting doping dependence is shown as solid green symbols in Fig. 1(b) . A similar analysis was also carried out for the features associated with the loss peak, resulting in the doping dependence given by the solid red symbols in Fig. 1(b) . In this case, due to the presence of other contributions to the PDF in this r-range, an equivalent of pair-wise scaling was done with respect to the PDF intensity of the ∼ 3.5Å peak at 300 K. Although numerically slightly different, these analyses both suggest that the dimer fraction continuously decreases with Cr-doping, initially rapidly, then more slowly. The average evolution of the relative dimer concentration, obtained through arithmetic averaging of the results of the two analyses, is shown by the solid black symbols in Fig. 1(b) . Non-zero dimer concentration is observed for all the samples in the series consistent with the direct observation of a local dimer peak in the PDF for all compositions studied in Cu(Ir 1−x Cr x ) 2 S 4 . The upper refinement limit, r max , was kept fixed at 40Å. The lower refinement limit, r min , was changed from r min = 20Å to r min = 2Å in 1Å steps, and r wp (r min ) was recorded for each r min used. This protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2 . When r min is sufficiently high, the features of the long-range order dominate the PDF, and the fit is very good: the cubic model of the average structure fits the PDF well at high-r as expected. This is evidenced by low and nearly constant r wp , as can be seen above r min = 15Å in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . As r min decreases to the length-scale of any dimer-dimer correlations, r wp (r min ) exhibits an upturn, signaling that the average model is incapable of accounting for locally correlated dimers. This is seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . The low-r onset of this upturn in r wp (r min ), marked by an arrow, is then used as a quantitative estimate of ξ min .
Due to thermal broadening of the PDF features at elevated temperatures, it was not possible to unambiguously determine the temperature dependence of this measure of the local dimer correlation length. Several selected intermediate temperatures were assessed, but no appreciable temperature dependence was observed within the accuracy of this protocol.
C. Debye model quantification of Cr-doping induced quenched disorder
As demonstrated in the Main Article, one measure that is rather sensitive to the presence of local dimers is the isotropic atomic displacement parameter (ADP), U iso , associated with the Ir crystallographic site obtained from the Fd3m model. The temperature dependence of this parameter is shown in Fig. 5(d) in the Main Article, and reproduced here in Fig. 3(a) . In the high-temperature regime (comparable to and above the Debye temperature for this site) this parameter should change linearly with temperature. On cooling from room temperature, U iso (T ) of the cubic model Ir site initially indeed displays this trend. The ADP jumps above this linear behavior on further cooling as the local dimers set in, despite the average crystal structure remaining cubic down to the lowest temperature. The canonical temperature dependence of the ADPs was modelled using a Debye model [3] ,
where h is the Plank constant, m is the atomic mass, k B is the Boltzman constant, Θ D is the Debye temperature, and
Any deviation from this behavior is typically ascribed either to inadequacy of the structural model used, or sometimes more specifically to the presence of nanoscale structural features that do not propagate over long lengthscales [4] , such as the presence of dimers that are not long range ordered and hence are unaccounted for by the average structure model. The solid light-red line in Fig. 5(d) , and reproduced in Fig. 3(a) , represents a fit of the Debye model to the high temperature part of the Ir U iso (T ) for the x = 0.4 sample.
As can be seen in the Figure, the fit is good at high temperature but deviates below the temperature where local dimers set in. This deviation from the canonical behavior provides a simple and powerful means to draw the nanoscale phase diagram shown in the Main Article.
Moreover, fits of the Debye model to the canonically behaved high temperature end of U iso (T )
can provide yet another valuable piece of information. They give important clues about the presence of disorder and how this evolves with Cr-doping. The Debye model, described by Eqs. 1 and 2, features only two refinable parameters: Debye temperature, Θ D , and static disorder offset, σ 2 of f . Θ D accounts for the thermal and quantum zero-point contributions to the mean-squared displacements. The offset yields non thermal contributions, such as static disorder from inhomogeneous strains that can be present around dopant ions. In Fig. 3(b) we show the doping dependence of σ 2 of f which is strongly peaked at x = 0.3 indicating a maximum in the disorder at this doping. This coincides with the doping where the local dimer state persists to the highest temperature, giving support to the assertion that static
